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ABSTRACT: Biotechnology has emerged as a key technology for economic development in the next 
century. Some of scientists believe that biodiversity is threatened by agriculture as whole, and particularly 
also by traditional methods of agriculture. Knowledge-based agriculture, including GM crops, can reduce 
this threat in the future. For instance, no-tillage practices and the replacement of pesticides through BT 
crops can improve fauna in fields, but Agroecologists (the defender of sustainable and organic agriculture) 
have another idea. They believe that Bt crops can reduce the microbial population, because the biological 
cycles are disabling in the fields, and decrease the competition among organisms and, their reasons; First, 
GM crops have resulted in small yield increases, thus they may not contribute much too increased food 
production. Second, GM crops pose a threat to crop biodiversity, and Finally, GM crops were introduced 
by private companies that have intellectual property rights to the main components of the technology. 
Geneticists argue that wide variabilities in genotypes and phenotypes within a species increase its 
chances for adaptation to changing environments and thus increase the likelihood of long term survival of 
at least some members of a species, and therefore reduction of diversity in our own environment may not 
be good. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 Biotechnology has emerged as a key technology for economic development in the next century. This is due to 
its potential to create new products and processes, increase productivity in existing industries and stimulate demand 
for highly skilled work forces, and lead to new jobs. Periodically, national governments and international organizations 
such as the OECD and the European Commission monitor the economic impact of biotechnology and try to measure 
its social and economic spin-offs (Menrad, 2000). Biodiversity is the variability among living organisms: within and 
between species and ecosystems. Biodiversity is considered as the foundation of agriculture being the source of all 
crops and livestock species that have been domesticated and bred since the beginning of agriculture approximately 
10,000 years ago (Cooper, 2005). Crops like corn and wheat were inedible wild crops but through years of 
domestication, edible varieties have been made available as important commodities. One of the tools used to 
enhance biodiversity is biotechnology (Nill, 2002). Biotechnology covers a variety of techniques and applications that 
allow changes and improvements in living organisms to provide desirable products for man’s use. Biotechnology is 
presently used for the conservation, evaluation, and utilization of biodiversity particularly for important crops (Singh, 
2000). Biodiversity,  generally  definite as  the  variety  of  all  forms  of life,  has  many  aspects.  At  the  scale  level  
of  this  study biodiversity  certainly  includes  both  species  richness  and  abundance.  However, there is no 
overarching indicator for biodiversity (Gregory, 2005). The most important determinant of biodiversity is habitat, which 
is here represented by land cover. Changing the land cover in an undesired direction for biodiversity is considered 
as a pressure (Verburg, 2006; Morling, 2010). Simultaneously, the  biodiversity  associated  with  these  semi-natural  
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grasslands and  extensive  agricultural  areas  decreased  dramatically,  which  is indicated,  for  example,  by  
decreasing  farmland  bird  populations (Donald, 2002)  and  plants  species  (Firbank, 2008). Nearly three decades 
of concern (Peters and Darling, 1985) and investigations of climate impacts on biodiversity (Bellard, 2012; Parmesan, 
2006; Williams, 2005) indicate the need to adapt conservation policy and practice to changing climatic and biological 
conditions (Hannah, 2007; Hansen, 2010; Krosby, 2010; Lawler, 2009). 
     Farmland  biodiversity  is  recognized  as  a  public  good contributing  to  the  ecosystem  services  that  the  
agricultural  system  is  providing.  This  includes  he  sustainability  of  the  agricultural system  itself  as  well  as  
many  other  services  including  landscape, recreational  services  and  clean  water.  Concrete  examples  are  
pollination  of  crops  and  contribution  to  pest  control  (Tscharntke  and Brandli,  2004). Loss of biodiversity is 
occurring in many part of globe, often at a rapid pace. It can be measured by loss of individual species, group of 
species or decreases in number of individual organisms. In a given location, the loss will often reflect the degradation 
or destruction of whole ecosystem. Biodiversity ranked threats by: 
(1) Habitat loss: probably the most serious of all threats to biodiversity. 
(2) Introduction of exotic species. 
(3) Flooding, drought, climate changes, salinization and so on, all of which can be either natural or man-made 
(Ammann, 2005). 
 
GM crops 
 With the introduction of GM crops, concern has been raised that overall genetic diversity within crop species will 
decrease because breeding programs will concentrate on a smaller number of high value cultivars. However, several 
studies have specifically focused on this subject and they have concluded that the introduction of transgenic cultivars 
in agriculture has not significantly affected levels of genetic diversity within crop species. The use of GM crops can 
positively impact agricultural species biodiversity if the GM crops enable the management of weeds and insect pests 
in a more specific way than chemical herbicides and pesticides. In particular, the adoption of insect-resistant Bt crops, 
expressing highly specific Bt proteins, represents an opportunity to replace broad-spectrum insecticides use. The 
insecticidal proteins expressed in Bt crops such as Bt maize and Bt cotton are so narrow in their activity that they 
have little or no activity against non-target organisms. Furthermore, the toxins are expressed within the plant tissues, 
minimizing the exposure of animals that do not feed on the crop plants (Lozzia, 1999; Lozzia, 1999; Dively and Rose, 
2002). The scientists of sustainable and organic agriculture believe that Bt crops can be resistant to pest and weeds, 
but other crops and other fields can exposure big risks, such as weeds and pests aggression. Concern has been 
expressed that GM plant breeding is too unreliable and imprecise for crops to be grown and consumed safely or at 
least without more extensive testing. One argument presented is that it is necessary to produce about 100 GM plants 
to obtain one that has the desirable characters for its use as a basis of a new GM crop variety. There is also evidence 
that genes introduced by genetic modification vary in their effects depending on precisely where they insert into the 
host plant’s genetic material. There may be GM plants in future (e.g. trees) with seeds sufficiently large that they are 
capable of establishment in late successional vegetation, but current GM crops show no such tendencies (Stace, 
1997).  
 
Biodiversity and DNA banking 
      Generally, more plant conservationists are turning to DNA technologies to have effective conservation strategies. 
The DNA bank is an efficient, simple and long-term method used in conserving genetic resource for biodiversity. 
Compared to traditional seed or field gene banks, DNA banks lessen the risk of exposing genetic information in 
natural surroundings. It only requires small sample size for storage and keeps the stable nature of DNA in cold 
storage. Since whole plants cannot be obtained from DNA, the stored genetic material must be introduced through 
genetic techniques (DNA Bank, 2012). 
 Plant DNA banks have emerged as new resources with great potential for characterizing and utilizing biodiversity. 
Other botanical collections, genetic resource collections, herbaria, botanic gardens and seed banks are highly valued 
on the basis that they represent important national and international resources (Waldren ., 1999). Collections for 
biotechnology and biodiversity evaluation have traditionally been based on living plants managed in seed banks, field 
gene banks, botanic gardens or in situ reserves (Maxted ., 1997), or based on dried plants managed in herbarium 
collections (Bridson and Forman 1992). DNA collections have become important resources in worldwide efforts to 
address the biodiversity crisis, manage the world’s genetic resources and maximize their potential. It is evident that 
plant conservationists are increasingly turning to DNA technologies to answer basic botanical questions that may 
help formulate appropriate conservation strategies (Karp, 1996; Kelleher ., 2005; Lowe, 2004). The plant taxonomy 
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and systematic community has responded to the biodiversity crisis by defining three major challenges (Blackmore, 
2002):  
(1) Completing the inventory of life, 
(2) Discovering evolutionary relationships through phylogenetic, and 
(3) Providing information via the Internet.  
      DNA collections can help with all three of those activities. DNA sequence analysis is useful in the identification 
and delimitation of species and higher taxa and is also set to become increasingly important via DNA taxonomy and 
DNA bar-coding (Tautz, 2002, 2003; Lipscomb, 2003; Kristiansen, 2005; Chase, 2005). Analysis of morphological, 
chemical and anatomical characteristics of herbarium specimens can be used for assessment of genetic variation 
within and between species, but none of these can claim to offer the same potential as DNA. After all, genomic DNA 
samples represent the entire genetic component of the target organism.  
Biotechnology and soil biodiversity 
 Studies on the impacts of transgenic crops on soil processes have shown some differences in soil microbial 
community structure, but so far there does not seem to be any convincing evidence to show that this could adversely 
affect soil health in the long term. This is because any potential for impact on soil ecology by GM plants must be 
seen in the context of natural soil variability and the currently accepted management practices that can have dramatic 
effects on soil microbial diversity and functions (ACRE, 2003). The differences in soil microbial communities observed 
beneath GM crops have been within the range of variation in microbial community structure and of the order of 
magnitude of the differences observed under different crops of even different cultivars of the same crop (Dunfiled ., 
2001). Arguably, the most important concern surrounding the introduction of GM crops in the world is that weed 
control programs may be so efficient that they will further exacerbate the declines of the weed flora, and the farmland 
wildlife that depend on it (English Nature 6, 1998, 2000, Hails 2000, Dewar ., 2003, Andreasen ., 1996, Buckelew ., 
2000, Watkinson ., 2000). Range of studies in the UK, Netherlands and US have shown that broad spectrum 
herbicides used in conjunction with GM beet (Read and Bush 1998, Strandberg and Pederson 2002; Wevers 1998), 
maize (Read and Ball 1999a), oilseed rape (Read and Ball 1999b) and soybean (Buckelew ., 2000; Culpepper . 
2000) can provide substantially more efficient and more reliable (e.g. less dependent on weather conditions) weed 
control than conventional herbicide regimes. By contrast, one study has suggested that weed control is sometimes 
less successful when growing GM HT varieties than when cultivating conventional varieties (Firbank and Forcella, 
2000). These changes in the efficiency of weed control could have important knock on effects on other taxa that are 
dependent upon them. Few studies have investigated the effects of GM cropping on biodiversity; most studies have 
been small scale with equivocal results (Buckelew ., 2000; Jasinski, 2001; Ruiz, 2001).  
 Some of scientists believe that biodiversity is threatened by agriculture as whole, and particularly also by 
traditional methods of agriculture. Knowledge-based agriculture, including GM crops, can reduce this threat in the 
future. For instance, no-tillage practices and the replacement of pesticides through BT crops can improve fauna in 
fields, but the defenders of sustainable and organic agriculture have another idea. They believe that Bt crops can 
reduce the microbial population, because the biological cycles are disabling and decrease the competition among 
organisms and, their reasons; First, GM crops have resulted in small yield increases, thus they may not contribute 
much too increased food production. Second, GM crops pose a threat to crop biodiversity, and Finally, GM crops 
were introduced by private companies that have intellectual property rights to the main components of the technology. 
Geneticists argue that wide variabilities in genotypes and phenotypes within a species increase its chances for 
adaptation to changing environments and thus increase the likelihood of long term survival of at least some members 
of a species, and therefore reduction of diversity in our own environment may not be good. These effects of 
agricultural intensification undoubtedly highlight many contributing factors, which are addressed individually in the 
following sections, and include the cropping pattern, the frequency of tillage, the amount and nature of fertilizers used 
and the amount and nature of pesticides applied (particularly insecticides and herbicides). However, it should be 
noted that all of these factors are interrelated to a greater or lesser degree, often causing negative synergies (Chapin, 
2000; Hails, 2002). 
 Agricultural biotechnology is more than GM, and at present its applications are only in the early stages of 
development. The process of technological innovation is the process of adaptive learning. Shortcomings of existing 
technologies inspire research that will lead to new solutions, and improved scientific knowledge may result in new 
technologies. However, introduction of these technologies often requires private investment. Commercial success of 
current biotechnology will lead to investment in second-generation biotechnology that may serve to improve the 
quality of food and may even be more benign environmentally than are current technologies. In addition to providing 
direct benefits, the adoption and success of GM will provide the impetus to develop alternative molecular approaches. 
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      Genetic modification replaces selective breeding as a technology used to improve seeds and hybrids. While 
selective breeding generated green revolution seed varieties by introducing genetic materials that were a distinct 
departure from traditional varieties, biotechnology slightly alters existing seed varieties, modifies a few genes 
(sometimes only one), and leaves the others intact. Once a new genetic modification has been discovered, it can be 
inserted in all the traditional crop varieties by back crossing. This genetic modification of all the existing seed varieties 
allows crop biodiversity to be maintained with only a slight change in the original genetic structure of the altered 
seeds. However, the extent of losses in biodiversity due to the introduction of GM crops depends on the degree in 
which local GM crops are adopted rather than on a single generic GM.  
 
Conclusion  
      Throughout the world, biodiversity is under serious threat from factors such as intensive agriculture and 
silviculture, increased habitat fragmentation and exposure to pollution and mass tourism (Wilson 1992; Hodkinson 
and Parnell 2007a). Countries of the world must honor their commitments to conserve biodiversity under the United 
Nations Convention on Biological Diversity (OJL309 1993; http://www.biodiv.org). A number of initiatives are 
underway to meet these objectives, such as the Global Strategy for Plant Conservation (GSPC 2002) coordinated 
by the Global Partnership for Plant Conservation (http://www.plants 2010.org). 
      Biotechnology represents a tool for enhancing genetic diversity in crop species through the introduction of novel 
genes. This does not aim at the single transgene inserted, but is based on the fact that beneficial characters can now 
be inserted in a variety of crops that have been neglected because of the limitations of traditional breeding methods, 
which failed to enhance the traits (Slabbert, 2004; Gressel, 2004). Development of biotechnologies raised fears on 
loss of genetic resources on the part of farmers and developing countries. This called for public policy interventions 
that promote provision of public goods associated with agricultural biodiversity conservation and direct biotechnology 
development to meet the needs of the developing world (Agricultural Biotechnology).  
     A wide range of biotech products have shown that biotechnology has been highly profitable for farmers and the 
society especially in the fields of agriculture and medicine. Biotechnology applications offer opportunities to make 
substantial advances in our knowledge of the diversity of some of the most important crops (Taylor and Francis, 
1999). Together with the traditional techniques, these applications lead us to more impact in plant genetic resources 
and biodiversity in general and in return meet the needs of the massively growing population and sustain life under 
rapidly changing climate. 
      Agroecologists argue that the reason to protect species and ecosystems is that, in the words of one of this paper's 
reviewers, we humans are but one species in a wholly interdependent milieu of species, and everything depends on 
everything else, such that pulling out one piece predisposes the whole to collapse like a house of cards, although 
the inevitability of the collapse may not be evident today (Anonymous reviewer). This argument is the most scientific 
and, therefore, despite our sometimes skeptical attitude towards science, is among the most forceful since it ties our 
own survival as a species to the survival of other organisms; and it grounds its claims on numerous examples of 
ecosystem disruptions which have had adverse effects on human and animal life. 
      Geneticists argue that wide variabilities in genotypes and phenotypes within a species increase its chances for 
adaptation to changing environments and thus increase the likelihood of tong-term survival of at least some members 
of a species. Since it is thought that humans have been successful partially because we can readily adapt to different 
environments, intraspecies diversity should have instrumental value for us. But even at this level, we cannot think 
that human biodiversity is always good. Therefore reduction of diversity in our own environment may not be good if 
maximum genetic diversity at other loci is indeed a species survival value.  
     We do not develop formal measures of biodiversity here, but we assume that an increase in the acreage that uses 
generic GM biotechnology, and especially replacement of traditional varieties with the generic GM crops, is 
undesirable from the crop-biodiversity perspective. Not only can biodiversity be preserved through biotechnology, 
these methods may help to restore previously lost crop diversity. Biotechnology already provides alternative sets of 
tools to address problems that were treated in the past through the use of chemicals or classical breeding. 
     A sustainable strategy to provide food security for a growing population must promote biodiversity conservation, 
and avoid further habitat loss of natural ecosystems. The strategy must also seek to: reduce unsustainable 
technologies such as the overuse of chemical fertilizers and pesticides, unsustainable irrigation procedures, and soil 
preparation methods that promote soil erosion; increase nutritional composition; reduce postharvest storage losses; 
and increase production from the present 2 billion metric tons per year to 4 billion. The strategy must also deal with 
issues of ethics, biosafety, and intellectual property rights (IPR) in the use of new biotechnologies. Biodiversity-rich 
countries can take advantage of their biological/genetic resources from wildland diversity, locally adapted varieties 
and races, and wild relatives of crops to increase yields. This can be performed by applying agricultural biotechnology 
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tools, implementing bioprospecting activities, and by establishing partnerships with public and private sector 
institutions in industrial and developing countries. 
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